
General Comments (in random order)

“Absolutley fantastic. Dj2k made our day amazing, brillant outfit to finish off a brilliant day i

couldnt be happier with what they dilivered and would strongly recommend them to

anyone”

“The choice of music was perfect there was not a single bad song played all night and people

stayed on the dance floor for the entire night which is always a good sign. I couldn’t have

been happier.”

“We were so pleased with the attentive service we received from DJ2K, we received easy to

complete forms prior to the wedding that included detailed questions about the service and

music we wanted. I was very particular about my play list and Danny got it perfectly right on

the night. 10/10!”

“We found Danny to be extremely professional yet very friendly, a complete pleasure to

deal with. His approach and execution on the night was without fault and we would

recommend him 100% to anyone looking for a top notch DJ.”

“I asked for a specific play list and got exactly what i wanted.”

“We couldn’t have asked more from Danny our dj he was fantastic and listened to everything

we wanted, he was very approachable,friendly and looked very smart on our wedding day,

he played a great range of songs that suited all age groups and was brilliant with all the

children we had there too,”

“They were really helpfull and took the pressure off me when I had never booked a Dj

before. The Dj even went the extra mile and late on the Wednesday night invited me round

to show me how to set up the projector. And even offered to drive the hour to the venue

Early to set it up if I had problems.”

“Danny from DJ2K was incredibly professional! He managed to accommodate a variety of

music tastes of guests from around the world and even my health problem-related

intolerance of flashing lights. He worked around our wedding day schedule, made everyone

feel at ease and made the party happen!”

“Well recommended to anybody!!”

“DJ2K were most helpful in making us feel calm and confident about our evening

entertainment. We explained our likes/dislikes etc and the music choice was perfect. The

dance floor was full all night and everyone had a great time.”

“We could not have falted Danny fromDJ2K. Extremely professional, friendly, gave us lots of



options and we felt entirely confident our evening was going to be a success which it

absolutely was! Would recommend for sure!”

“We had an amazing day, which was capped off by a great session on the dance floor. Danny

played a number of memorable hits, that really got the party pumping. he was taking

requests throughout, and really knew how to get people on the dance floor. By the end

everyone was singing and dancing along.”

“The DJ we had was very knowledgable about a wide range of music genres and the lines of

communication in the lead up to our big daywere we excellent. Superb variety of music

played. Brilliant all round service would highly recommend to anyone willing to listen. All

we wanted and more in a wedding DJ”

“Simply the BEST DJ we’ve ever heard at a wedding! A testament to his quality was the no of

guests that requested his business card once the wedding had finished. I would have no

hesitation recommending DJ2K to anyone booking a DJ. DJ2K were first class from start to

finish and fully deserve accolade”

“Absolutely fantastic, Danny was great leading up, he contacted us several times to find out

about us and the sorts of music we liked! He was determined to create a night that was

personal to us and he definitely succeeded in that,requests were met and everyone was

happy,even threw in extra lighting”

“They DJ makes sure everything is taken care of and you dont have to worry about a thing,

from what they wear to what they play they make sure you are 100% happy and more

importantly keep everyone on the dancefloor happy”

“Customer service from Dj2k was great from the start - we were given lots of options of

backing & lighting, & a form to complete so they understood our music wants. The set up

was seamless on the day, & the delivery was brilliant! Guests didn’t stop dancing! All of this

was at a fantastic price.”

“Really impressed with the pre work involved in terms of finding out our preferences. And

then that was parlayed into an incredible set list that had thought behind it and got

everyone dancing. Top work.”

“Absolutley brilliant service!! Sceptical as we had to book this DJ, but were so happy! Very

well presented, our brief was followed precisely. They provided a requiremnt form covering

songs, no-gos through to how ’chatty’ you want them to be. Really great entertsinment and

read the crowd really well!”

“The contact before hand was brilliant and Danny put my mind at rest about any last minute

nerves I may have had for the evening do. Clearly he had absorbed all of our requests for



genres as it beutifully reflected in his tracklisting. Always took and was able to satisfy

requests.”

“Excellent from strt to finish...initially worried thata recommendation from the venue

maybe biased however there wasonly one word to describe Dj2K....EXCELLENT. Goodvalue

and great service from preparing sample playlists to delivery on the night and great level of

customer service throughout!!!!”

“Danny was very professional, polite and absolutely fabulous on our day thanks Danny”

“Great wedding day, made better with the music provided, had nearly everyone on there

feet dancing from start to finish. Great night.”

“I can not fault Dj2k in the slightest. Professional and friendly service. They took all the

stress away from both of us and delivered a cracking disco, leaving us free to dance the night

away. Danny was punctual, both on the day and even leading up to the day, with answering

emails.”

“Danny was the perfect wedding DJ. Prior to the wedding he sent us a detailed

questionnaire which aimed to find out the type of music we like . He judged it brilliantly. I

think I was on the dance floor pretty much from the first dance to the end of the night. I had

the best night ever thanks to Dann”

“Jack was the DJ on the night and we was perfect. He set everything up on time and

unobtrusively and when it came time to play the music the dance floor was never empty and

he even found some obscure tunes we were able to request. Really polite and attentive

young man and good fun was had by all.”

“You won’t find a dj who listens to what you want and Actually delivers! We had a tailor

made set list, it was perfect. Can’t recommend Danny enough x”

“He was the best dj I have ever had helpful friendly and I did request some songs that I knew

myself and new husband would like and he played all. I also had a number of people after

wedding said he was the nicest dj they are met and I would recommend him to any of my

friends brilliant .”

“Dj2k were great as they had a good mixture of music suitable for all ages. The dj kept the

party going and people dancing all night :)”

“It was a great night and the dj was really important to the success of the day. They worked

with us to help meet our more bespoke requirements and they were always coming up with

suggestions. They even dealt well with some of our more difficult guests who consider

themselves ’amatuer’ djs. awesome”



“We found Danny helpful from start to finish . There were a few songs that we mentioned

that we would like and then left it to Danny to judge the mood and playlist . He never let us

down and judged the evening perfectly making it a fun night . Very professional and friendly

too.”

“very friendly and all my guests enjoyed the variety off music genre played”

“Danny created such a brilliant night for our wedding and we were so pleased we had

booked DJ2K for such an occasion. So many guests told us what a fantastic evening it was.

The whole atmosphere was brilliant and Danny was very attentive to making sure we were

happy with everything on the night.”

“I can’t fault the DJ2K team at all - they were informative & supportive from the start,

replying quickly to any queries and advising on different options and styles of event. On the

day itself the DJ was great, interacting well with all the guests & tailoring the event

accordingly.”

“I got married two months ago and my guests still rave about how great the DJ was at our

wedding. Danny catered to our every musical need and completely understood the crowd

that we had there. Who else has the hand jive on stand by for the bride and bridesmaids! I

would recommend this company forever”



Why They Booked (in random order)

“On recommendation of talbot staff”

“They were recommended by the bridal shop in Ashstead.”

“From a previous work event. I had seen how good they were”

“had to use the resident dj”

“Great reviews from the venue Great Facebook page Easy and helpful booking form Really

good extras for the evening Catered to anything and everything we wanted Other weddings

always looked great and the comments always positive”

“Recommendation”

“He is resident DJ at the venue we used.”

“His reviews were awesome”

“Initial recommendation by venue with no obligation to hire them, however once we met

and spoke to the DJ found he was a perfect fit for our perfect day.”

“Wedding venues preference. They could not speak any highly of them.”

“Reccomended by wedding venue. Was not dissapointed”

“They wernt pushy and explained all the options. I felt comfortable speaking to Danny on

the phone which when your a bride is a big thing. I felt Danny who was my contact when

called was there to help not cause problems and if there was an issue (there wasn’t) I was

made to feel that was there job to fix it and allow me to enjoy the day. Everything they

promised they did.”

“Because everyone you speak to says how great they are and now we have experienced

them and they were fantastic and will be booked for al future events”

“We were recommended Dj2k and asked for a price for the quite extensive evening

reception we had booked, the price was very good and the Manager, Danny, seemed kind,

genuine and so very helpful. We trusted that they would get what we wanted right from

initial communications.”

“I booked him because he was very friendly on the telephone and offered a good price and

was in contact with weeks coming up to wedding and felt like I had known him for ages best



dj to me and all my wedding guests .”

“Venue recommendations”

“He was recommended to us by the venue we booked (The Talbot) but we liked his Facebook

page and the clips on there looked like really top notch fun weddings.”

“Professional”

“We saw them at a wedding fair and found them very helpful and informative.”

“they were recommended by the venue, but we were glad they were. They were fantastic

and really helped make our day”

“for our wedding, my hubby went to school with Danny and he was recommended by our

venue, Kingswood Golf Club. no regrets, he was fabulous!!”

“Having already spoken to a few other companies, we met Danny at our venue’s wedding

fayre - the way he interacted with us, coupled with his knowledge, passion & enthusiasm

made him & his company an obvious choice. We were both impressed with his demeanor &

the company certainly delivered as promised!”

“Recommended to us off their professional and comprehensive service”

“they had some really good reviews on the website, and didn’t charge extortionate prices

because it was for a wedding, which you seem to get a lot of these days.”

“Was the option we were given by the venue.”

“Professionalism, quality of website and confidence he instilled in us over the phone.”

“Because it was the DJ recommended by the venue.”

“They seemed to really take our preferences and choices into account.”

“We we’re recommend dj2k by Hannah at kibgswood she spoke very highly of them.”

“Venue recommendation”

“recommended by the venue”

“We immediately felt confident in DJ2K when we met and spoke at a wedding fair. They just

really seemed to understand exactly what we wanted.”



“Recommendation of our venue and what a great recommendation it was!”

“DK2K were recommended to us by close friends and we were lucky enough to be at a 50th

party to experience their expertise, so we had no hesitation in booking Danny for our special

day and would do so for any future events.”

“I met Danny at the wedding fair and immediately felt comfortable that he knew the

industry, was very professional and very approachable at the same time. There was no

"cheeky chappy" chat you get with some DJs, no hard sell and the pricing was very clear,

upfront and very reasonable. Danny talked me through the whole booking process and what

happens on the wedding day, answered many of my questions and managed to make me feel

very much at ease. I knew our wedding music would be in good hands ... and it was!”
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